The conditional probability distribution of the Bijvoet ratio fi for given lEVI and IF~,l is worked out for a noncentrosymmetric crystal with one species of anomalous scatterers (besides a large number of normal scatterers) in the unit cell. The expression for the conditional probability for 161 to be greater than any given value 60 is then deduced. The use of this expression for testing the suitability of a given Bijvoet pair of a crystal for Bijvoet difference measurement is pointed out. Numerical tables which aid easy implementation of the results to actual crystals are provided. Application of the result in a few actual crystal structures is also discussed.
Introduction
The statistical distributions of the normalized Bijvoet differences x and A and the Bijvoet ratio 6 available in the literature (Srinivasan & Parthasarathy, 1976) are useful for calculating the probable fraction of reflections whose Bijvoet differences could be measured. Though these distributions help in the choice of a suitable heavy-atom derivative for the collection of Bijvoet differences, they cannot be used to judge whether a given Bijvoet pair would exhibit a measurable Bijvoet difference. Since the suitability of a given Bijvoet pair for Bijvoet difference measurement can be decided from the conditional probability distribution of It~l for given I F~vl and I F~,l (for a definition of these, see § 2), this probability function, denoted by P(I ~l; IF~l, IF,~ I), is derived first• The expression for the conditional complementary cumulative function of fi for given IFkl and IF,~l, namely, No(rio; IF',vl, IF~,I ) is then deduced• The latter function denotes the conditional probability that 161 takes a value greater than any desired fixed value 6 o for given IF~l and IF;,I. The method of implementing the result in actual crystals is discussed in * Contribution No. 479.
0567-7394/79/030463-05501.00 § 3. The application of the result for a few crystal structures is reported in § 4.
Derivation of the conditional distribution function of 6
The Bijvoet ratio ~ for a given Bijvoet pair H and 17t is defined to be (Zachariasen, 1965) 
I(I'I)--I(H) zJI 6= =--, (1) i i
where I = ½[I(H) + I(lCl)] is the mean intensity of the Bijvoet pair, For a non-centrosymmetric crystal containing a single species of anomalous scatterer besides a number of normal scatterers, the Bijvoet difference AI and the mean intensity I of the Bijvoet pair have been shown to be (Ramachandran & Raman, 1956) AI= 41F~l IF~'I sin 0, I= IF~l 2 + IF~'l 2,
where F/¢ is the contribution to the structure factor of a reflection H = hkl from the real part of the scattering factor of all the atoms in the unit cell and F~ that from the anomalous scatterers alone. 0 is the angle between
• PI the structure factors F~ and F~, and tT~ is the contribution to the structure factor of the reflection H from the imaginary part of the scattering factor of the anomalous scatterers. From (1) and (2) we obtain 41F~l fF~'l sin 8 4klF~l IF~l sin 0 = = ,
IF~,l 2 + fF;,'l 2 IF~/' + k2lF;,I ~ where we have used the known relation IF~' I = klF],l.
As regards the measurability of the Bijvoet difference of a given reflection, only the magnitude of the Bijvoet ratio is relevant. Hence we shall consider I~1 which from (3) can be written as O; IF~vl, IF[,I ) and the latter is known to be (Srinivasan & Chandrasekharan, 1966) P(O; IGI, IGI) = exp (21F~I IF~I cos 0/o~),
where a~ is the sum of the squares of the scattering factors of all the normal scatterers in the unit cell. Since (6) is an even function of 0, the conditional p.d.f, of 101 will be given by
The quantity 0 in (7) is not convenient since sin0 is a double-valued function in the range 0 to n. However, since sin0 is symmetrical about 0= n/2, 161 has the same value for 0 = ~0 and 0 = n-q), where we define q) to be an acute angle. We can, therefore, restrict the range of the argument of the sine function to 0 to n/2, provided we take into account the actual probabilities of occurrence for the two events, namely, 0 = ~0 and 0 = n -~0 for which the values of 151 are the same. In this context it is found to be convenient to define a new variable ~0 as 0 if0 < O___ ~r/2 re--0 ifrr/2 _ 0_< m From (7) and (8) we obtain the conditional p.d.f, of q) for a given IFkt and IF~I to be P(~0; IGI, IGI) = P(O= (0; IF~I, IGt )
+ P(O= n--~o; IF~I, IF~I) = 2 cosh (fl cos f0)
Io(~)
where we have used the abbreviation fl= 2iFkt i F~,/o~.
From (4) and (9) ( 1 1) 3. Discussion of the theoretical results (7) (11) enables us to calculate the conditional probability that I~1 will be greater than any specific value (say 0.05) for given values of IF~I and IF~t. This probability for any given reflection of a given crystal is however to be evaluated from (11) by numerical integration after substituting the appropriate values of k, a~, IFkL and I F~I. The heavy-atom derivatives met with in organic crystals are such that the heavy atoms could be located from the Patterson synthesis. IF~I can hence be calculated for each reflection from the known positions of the P atoms. The values of a~ and k for any reflection can be calculated from a knowledge of the unit-cell content and from the known values of the real and imaginary parts of the scattering factor of the P atoms respectively. In the X-ray case the quantity IF~rl needed for obtaining c and fl [see (5) and (10)] could be (8) approximated by the observed value of the structure amplitude of the (hkl) reflection under consideration.
From the values of k, a~, IF~,l and lEVI thus obtained the value of the probability that 5 > 0.05 could be evaluated from (11). The reflections for which this probability is sufficiently high (>0.75, say) could be expected to be suitable for Bijvoet difference measurement. (9) The use of (11) requires numerical integration. It would however be useful to have simpler methods for implementing (11). We shall consider this aspect presently. A study of (11) shows that* Nc(6o; IF~l, IF~I) is an explicit function of c and/~ which are in turn functions of IFkl and IF~I. The maximum value of c is known to be 2 (Zachariasen, 1965) . A study of the numerical value of Nc(6o) as a function of c and # for some fixed value of 6 o (say, 0.1) shows ( Table 1) increases as the value of fl decreases. If we take the value of Nc(6 o) to be fixed (p, say), then we can determine, for any given values of c and 6o, the value of fl which would satisfy the equation, (12) Taking rio to be 0.1 and p to be 0.75 corresponding to each of the values ofc= 0.30, 0.35 .... 2.0, the value of fl satisfying (12) was determined. The whole calculation was repeated by taking p to be 0.8, 0.85, 0.9 and 0.95. The results thus obtained are given in Table 2 . The corresponding results for rio = 0-05 are given in Table  3 . A study of the values ofc and fl satisfying (12) shows that for given values of p and rio, there is a minimum value of c (denoted by Cm) for which a fl (close to zero) exists satisfying (12). Thus, given the values of p and rio, the reflections for which c < % cannot be expected to show a Bijvoet ratio I~1 > ~o at the probability level of p (or more).
Bijvoet differences have two important uses, (i) for phase determination by the quasi-anomalous method (Ramachandran & Raman, 1956; Peerdeman & Bijvoet, 1956 ) and (ii) for establishing the absolute configuration of molecules (Bijvoet, 1954) . While for the determination of non-centrosymmetric structures with heavy atoms by the quasi-anomalous method one would require Bijvoet differences for as many reflections as possible, for absolute-configuration determination it is sufficient to measure only a few reflections which are expected to exhibit large Bijvoet differences. The simplified procedure that can be followed for selecting reflections suitable for Bijvoet difference measurement for these two applications will now be considered. Now collect the hkl data for the reflections that have been found to be suitable. Use this data and the hkl data already collected to obtain the Bijvoet differences.
The advantage of this method is that one can avoid collecting intensities for reflections which may not be expected to have any measurable Bijvoet differences.
(ii) Method of selecting reflections for absolute configuration determination The procedure to be followed for this case consists of the following steps: (a) Follow steps (a) and (b) under * We have suggested the value of 0.75 for p as suitable from our studies on the Bijvoet difference data of actual crystal structures. One may use a larger value for this probability but this stringent condition would indicate a smaller fraction of reflections as suitable for Bijvoet difference measurement. 36.0 !~ ~I +~ lI~i 1~! l~ Ii:I !I~+'"' .,.,""" II!! !++:, ~!~ !I!! 6 ' . 4 6 ' 0 2 6 6 " * 66.6~; 669''70"*.6 II!t I!!i~3e' ~, . 8 7 " 0 0~' 0 6 1 " 4 !!'!: (Abramovitz & Stegun, 1965) . This is much simpler than evaluating No(0.1) directly from (12). (f) Order these reflections with decreasing probability values and choose the top few (say 10) reflections as the optimum reflections for Bijvoet difference measurement. The advantage of this method is that one can predict suitable Bijvoet pairs at the beginning of a structure determination, and thus avoid the necessity of keeping the crystal for Bijvoet difference measurement till the crystal structure is refined.
Test of the theoretical result
(11) has been tested for three actual crystal structures,* L-ephedrine hydrochloride (Ramachandran & Raman, 1956 ), L-tyrosine hydrochloride (Parthasarathy, 1962) and L-lysine hydrochloride dihydrate (Raman, 1959) . For the lysine derivative the measured Bijvoet differences are available for the hk0 and Okl reflections while for the other two the differences for hk0 reflections alone are available. For each crystal the value of the conditional probability No(0.1) for each * All these belong to the space group P2 r the observed value of 6 > 0.05. The numbers in parentheses denote the total number of reflections for which the Bijvoet difference measurements are reported.
observed reflection was calculated and the various reflections were arranged in decreasing order of the probability values. The top ten reflections with the highest probabilities are given in Table 4 . The last column of Table 4 also contains the corresponding observed values of the Bijvoet ratio. For each crystal, the cases for which the prediction is wrong are shown with an asterisk. Table 4 shows that the present method is successful in 73% of the cases on average.
The result was also tested for its use in selecting reflections for Bijvoet difference data collection for phase determination. For the above three crystals, for each reflection for which the Bijvoet differences have been reported, the value of the probability No(0.05 ) was calculated. Corresponding to each crystal the number of reflections for which this probability >0.75 is shown in Table 5 . The number of reflections in which the prediction is correct and the percentage of success of this method for the three crystals are also shown. It can be seen that the present method is successful in 75% of the cases on average.
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